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EVENT INFORMATION 

➢ Date of Events:

❖ Cheonshim Won Resonation Prayer – offering jeongseong
June 17th and 18th 2023, Bad Camberg Training Centre, Germany 

June 21th 2023, Vienna, Peace Embassy, Austria
June 22nd 2023, Graz, Peace Embassy, Austria 

❖ Cheonshim Won Vigil Prayer – offering jeongseong
June 19th 2023, Bad Camberg Training Centre, Germany 

❖ CheonBo Mini Workshop and Vigil Prayer - offering jeongseong
June 25th 2023, Zagreb, Peace Embassy, Croatia
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EVENT INFORMATION 

➢ Total Number of Participants: 356

❖ Cheonshim Won Resonation Prayer: 273
 online: 39

❖ Cheonshim Won Vigil Prayer: 19

❖ CheonBo Mini Workshop: 12
  online: 7

❖ Number of CheonBo Staff: 6
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Cheonshim Won Resonation Prayer - June 17th-18th

in Germany, Bad Camberg – EUME Leaders’ meeting - EUME Leaders' meeting 



Cheonshim Won Resonation Prayer - June 17th-18th

in Germany, Bad Camberg – EUME Leaders’ meeting E Leaders' mee ing 



Attending the EUME Leaders’ meeting - June 17th-19th

Germany, Bad Camberg 



Cheonshim Won Vigil Prayer - June 19th

in Germany, Bad Camberg – (10PM-1AM)



Cheonshim Won Resonation Prayer - June 21st 

in Austria, Vienna – Peace Embassyssy 



Cheonshim Won Resonation Prayer - June 21st 

in Austria, Vienna – Peace Embassy



Cheonshim Won Resonation Prayer - June 21st 

in Austria, Vienna – Peace Embassyb ssy 



Cheonshim Won Resonation Prayer - June 22nd 

in Austria, Graz – Peace Embassyssy 



Cheonshim Won Resonation Prayer - June 22nd 

in Austria, Graz – Peace Embassyssy 



Cheonshim Won Resonation Prayer - June 22nd 

in Austria, Graz – Peace Embassy



CheonBo Mini Workshop - June 25th

in Croatia, Zagreb (8PM – 11PM)

Chanyang Yeoksa Session

Hyojeong Testimonies

C anyang Veoksa Sess· on 

Hyojeong Testimonies 



Grace of the Cheonshim Won Providence 

Participate in Resonation Prayer offline & online 

CheonBo Mini Workshop - June 25th

in Croatia, Zagreb (8PM – 11PM)

Grace of the Cheonshim Won Providence 

Partic"pate i 



Offering Jeongseong - June 25th  (11PM-01AM) 

in Croatia, Zagreb 



TESTIMONIES

Corrina Deininger, Female, 20, Austria, Vienna, CSW Resonation Prayer, 

2023. June 21.

Today, I had the most wonderful experience. Usually, I tend to get sleepy after a

while and have a hard time paying attention. Today, I didn’t have this problem at all.

I was completely awake and could be attentive almost all the way. At the unison

prayer, I started to get emotional even though I rarely get moved. Afterwards I cried

about 4 times. The atmosphere was amazing, I felt like I was carried by a wave, with

no way out. You had to play along, you didn’t have a choice. Some might say I was

brainwashed! Even though I knew the windows were closed, it was warm and the air

circulation was terrible, I was wide awake. I felt so much energy and movement,

there was no way to feel sleepy. This is a rare experience because I tend to feel

sleepy very fast.

Today, I had the most wonderful experience 

The atmosphere was amazing, I felt like I was carried by a wave, with 
no way out. You had to play along, you didn't have a choice. Some might say I was 
brainwashed! Even though I knew the windows were closed, it was warm and the air 
circulation was terrible, I was wide awake. I felt so much energy and movement, 
there was no way to feel sleepy. 



TESTIMONIES

Christine Deininger-Dubois, Female, 62, Austria, Vienna, CSW Resonation 

Prayer, 2023. June 21.

I have to thank to Prs Moon’s team. Overall, there was such a high spiritual

atmosphere, I felt carried and like nothing could stop me from testifying our True

Parents and Heavenly Parent. It was so powerful and at the same time pleasant. The

spiritual world became so active, that well after midnight, I felt full of energy. Usually

I need calm to pray, but here I could have a deep prayer without feeling disturbed by

people around me, quite the opposite. Thank you so much to the MC , Tibor Krebsz,

who expressed himself with a lot of heart, it moved me. He remembered that in 2019,

my husband played piano when the CheonBo Team came, which I myself forgot. Thank

you also to Mrs. Solange Colleter, who prayed with a lot of devotion and sincerity. And

to the technical team, the songs were so beautiful, and it was easy to sing together

with the CheonBo team. I await with impatience for you to come back.

Overall, there was such a high spiritual 

atmosphere, I felt carried and like nothing could stop me from testifying our True 

Parents and Heavenly Parent. 

I felt full of energy. Usually 

I need calm to pray, but here I could have a deep prayer without feeling disturbed by 

people around me, quite the opposite. 



TESTIMONIES

Anonymous, Female, Austria, Graz, CSW Resonation Prayer, 2023. June 22.

This event was very surprising, but I was happy because I heard already
many things about this vigil prayer in Korea and I had the feeling that we
should start something similar in our community as well. So I attended via
zoom in Vienna and then in Graz. I was inspired to see our second generation
members coming into their ownership and even though I did not have that
special great experience I understood more deeply about the importance of
the resonance prayer and that we are going to bring the good spiritual world
down to support us and our work. Additionally we could connect to the high
spiritual realm of Cheonshim Won and this is definitely something we have
to tap into more deeply, and this Wednesday evening was a real good start
for it. Thank you Mr. In Pyo Moon and CheonBo Branch Team.

This event was very surprising, but I was happy because I heard already 
many things about this vigil prayer in Korea and I had the feeling that we 
should start something similar in our community as well. 

I understood more deeply about the importance of 
the resonance prayer and that we are going to bring the good spiritual world 
down to support us and our work. 



TESTIMONIES

Anonymous, Female, Croatia, Zagreb, CSW Resonation Prayer, 2023. June 

25.- online participant

Dear CheonBo Team,

How is it possible that I felt spirits coming out of me, leaving my body during

the Cheonshim won prayer time and I am sitting at home? I never

felt that before. It was a grandiose experience like a cold air going out of my

head. I never had that strong experience until now. Thank you very much for

that opportunity.

I felt spirits coming out of me, leaving my body during 

the Cheonshim won prayer time 



TESTIMONIES

Anonymous, Female, Croatia, Zagreb, CSW Resonation Prayer, 2023. 
June 25.

I want to express my gratitude to Heavenly Parent for his help in two
emergency situations I had in the last two months. In both cases almost
miracles were needed, and the miracles happened after offering HJ
offering papers with a desperate prayers during the last CheonBo
workshops in Croatia. These were not my private situations, (I cannot say
more) but helping others and the results were wonderful, showing God's
intervention. Thank you so much!

almost 
miracles were needed, and the miracles happened after offering HJ 
offering papers with a desperate prayers during the last CheonBo 
workshops in Croatia. 



Thank you beloved True Parents! 
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